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1. Introduction  
Recently there are many humanoid robot research projects for motion generation and 
control, planning, vision processing, sound analysis, voice recognition and others. There are 
many useful results for these elementary technologies by the effort of researchers. The 
humanoid robot HOAP (Fig.1, Fujitsu Automation) contributed these researchers and I also 
received a benefit from this robot for motion generation and control investigation. And in 
parallel, several researchers are working on formulation as a system based on these 
elementary technologies. The researchers in this area think how to integrate the system 
using many technologies and how to realize a suitable system for a certain purpose. 
Figure 1. Humanoid robot, HOAP 
There are two ways of thought to build the system, “top-down” and “bottom-up” (Minsky, 
1990). Standing to “top-down” approach, they analyze the system regarding the total system 
balance and determine the interface between the elements from the total system demand. In 
this case, they must consider the efficiency to build the system and investigate the re-use 
Source: Humanoid Robots: Human-like Machines, Book edited by: Matthias Hackel
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technology. The typical example using this way is Humanoid Robot Project (HPR, 
Nakamura et al., 2001) in Japan. They analyze the tasks for each purpose, search common 
technologies and integrate these modules. 
On another hand, “bottom-up” approach researcher try to design the small units and to 
make some rules for building the system using these units.  In this area, there are some 
important results (Hawking, 2004). But there are very few results far less than ones based on 
“top-down” approach, because it’s difficult to make a small unit model and to make rules 
for all purposes needed for humanoid robots. 
I show the design of a unit for ``bottom-up'' approach in this chapter. This design is based 
on an artificial neural network model. The concept of this design differs from ordinary 
neural networks. It’s for building the total software system of humanoid robot. 
2. Neural Network 
Because an artificial neural network is a mathematical model of biological neural network, it 
is expected to be a suitable model for building humanoid robot software system. But several 
researches on this area do not stand to this purpose. Many of them are related to new type 
mathematical problems, non-linear equation system. Such non-linearity is a part of reason 
for difficulty to build the large scale software system. The non-linearity must be in the 
connections, must not be in the neuron model itself. I give a reason and explain in last part 
of this section. 
In this section, I outline the suitable model for building the large scale software system like 
humanoid robot one. The non-linearity scrambled out of neuron. First, I describe ordinary 
non-linear neural network shortly. It’s as a non-linear investigation tools. 
2.1 Tool for Non-linear Research 
The research of artificial neural network has a long history (Mcculloch, 1943). Some people 
believe this research area is a new activity for strong non-linearity and chaos related 
phenomena. Usually, the mathematical neuron models have the non-linearity, for example, 
sigmoid function. And the very useful learning method, back propagation (BP) is developed 
based on such a non-linearity. But it’s important to remind that the non-linear phenomena 
research and the neural network one are two different things.  
The neural network using strong non-linearity has ups and downs. In the case of high 
dimensional problem, the strong non-linear network has an upper hand over linear ones 
(Barron, 1993). The invention of back propagation method may be a landmark event.  
This very useful method is applied to various kinds of problem. Some researchers use the 
threshold for a layered neural network (Nakano, 1972) and developed the method for 
association. It might be a promising step to brain function. In some cases, the non-linear 
factor has a superiority than the combination of linear factors (Barron, 1993). Some 
researchers also use the threshold for a neural oscillator (Kimura, 2003) and are interested in 
a phenomenon of limit cycle and entrainment between input signal and internal state. There 
researches demonstrate that the very small scale non-linear oscillator has functions of 
motion generation and adjusting itself to the variety of environment. It's amazing result. But 
this group suffers from the disadvantage of scale problem. 
A particular kind of non-linearity can produce multiple jobs. On the other hand, a linear 
system cannot perform like this. But it's impossible to combine a number of non-linear 
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networks because there are strong interferences among networks even if each network is 
well constructed. 
The artificial neural network is the mathematical model of biological neural network. 
Fundamentally speaking, an artificial neural network is a word categorized in a biologically 
inspired engineering and the non-linearity is a mathematical term. These are the words that 
are quite different research regions. All mathematical model based on biological neural 
network is an artificial neural network. 
The research of engineering using non-linear effect is interesting and might be useful and 
proper biological model. But, we must give more attention to an alternative roll of artificial 
neural network, common notation for a large scale system. 
Human's or animals' brain consist of biologically neural network. And these are very large 
scale systems. Therefore it is easy to get the idea that the artificial neural network can be 
applied to a large scale system. 
2.2 Tool for Building the robot system 
Generally a notation of neural network is simple. It consists of neurons and wirings as 
shown in Fig. 2. Such a uniform notation has a possibility for a common language of a huge 
variety of systems. For whole humanoid robot software system, we need many categories of 
systems, motion generation and control, vision processing, sound analysis and etc. I discuss 
the neural network model that is suitable for that sake of common language for all purpose 
of humanoid robot software system.  
Figure 2. Neural Network 
postsynaptic cell presynaptic cell 
disinhibition
disfacilitation
Figure 3. Disinhibition, disafacilitation  
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Because the many engineering systems draw on linear operations, the goal system must be 
able to express the linear system for both algebraic and differential equation. There are 
many examples indicating this fact. PD control, the fundamental feedback control, outputs 
the value proportional to the input of position and velocity. Correlation calculation is for 
recognition of many things and it needs inner product between input and template. There 
operations are based on linear algebra. Moreover, PID control needs the integrator. The 
linear differential equation can output the some special functions, that is, triangle functions, 
polynomials and other eigen functions. In addition, the logical calculation is important for 
conditional process. As a result, the system must describe the following: 
• linear algebra 
• differential equation 
• logical calculation 
There are several formulations satisfying the above conditions. I use the following simple 
formula in the system. 
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The left hand side represents the “delay”.  The parameter iε is the “delay” scale. kji yyy ,,
are state quantity of neurons. ijkijkij CCC ′,,  are connection weight, constant. ()H is a step 
function. Because all information transmission has delay in natural world, this formula is 
reasonable. The first term of right hand side is a linear connection, the second term is a 
bilinear connection and the third term is a digital bilinear connection. It becomes the linear 
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It becomes an integrator for solving the differential equations. 
It becomes a neuron keeping constant value, putting ∞→iε  as follows:  
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Bilinear connection is for the important operation, that is, measurement, higher order 
polynomial and triangle functions, inner product and etc. This mechanism is the model of 
biological fact, disinhibition or disfacilitation (Fig.3). 
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I should notice that this model has the similarities with fluid mechanics or something like 
that. Because Newtonian equation show the acceleration is exactly proportional to the 
external force, the motion equation of a infinitely small fluid particle is linear.  But, The 
Navier-Stokes equation is a famous as non-linear equation system. In this case, the non-
linearity also come from the interaction among particles. Most non-linearity is come from 
the interactions among a number of linear systems in natural world. 
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Figure 4. Neuron model 
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Figure 5. Logical operation 
I show the outline of the model in Fig.4. Using this neural network, the logical operations 
(or, and, not, xor) can be expressed as Fig.5. I developed a language for the above concepts. I 
call this RNN language. NueROMA (Nagashima, 2004), Fujitsu Automation's Product, 
includes RNN language simulator, RNN language executer, dynamics simulator of rigid 
body system, RNN graphic editor as shown in Fig.6. You can download the trial NueROMA 
software including language specification using BNF (Dick, 1991).Table 1 show the neuron 
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notation in this system.  Table 2 show the connection notation. Table3 show the simple 
example of network. The digital switch is a digital bilinear connection. The threshold is a 
special case of digital switch. Table 4 show the practical example.  
Network notation RNN language notation Remarks 
,
var a; Neuron 
,
V
V
const V=1; 
var a=V; 
Neuron with initial value 
ǭ const eps=0.1; 
var a(eps); 
Neuron with delay 
parameter
ǭ
V
const V=1; 
const eps=0.1; 
var a(eps)=V; 
Neuron with delay 
parameter and initial value 
0 +
,
var a(0.0); Terminal neuron 
Table 1. Neuron notation 
Network notation RNN language notation Remarks 
const C=1.2; 
var n1, n2; 
…
n1 := C*n2; 
Connection
var n1, n2, n3; 
…
n1 := n2 * n3; 
Bilinear connection 
var n1, n2, n3; 
…
n1 := if(0<n2) 1 * n3; 
Digital switch 
var n1, n2; 
…
n1 := 1 * (0<)n2; 
Threshold
var(eps00) = V0; 
…
var n1(eps); 
Variable delay 
parameter
Table 2. Connection Notation 
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Network notation RNN language notation Mathematical notation 
ε
ε
1
C−
1
C
circuit cir1 { 
 const C = 1.0; 
 const eps = 0.1; 
 var y1(eps) = 0.0; 
 var y2(eps) = 0.0; 
 y1 := 1.0 * y1 + C * y2; 
 y2 := 1.0 * y2 – C * y1; 
}
122
2
211
1
Cyyy
dt
dy
Cyyy
dt
dy
−=+
+=+
ε
ε
Table 3. RNN Example 
Network Remarks 
ε
1
1 Integrator
Inner Product 
Table 4. Practical RNN Example 
Figure 6. Nueroma, the neural network editing and simulation tool  
3. Basic Element Structure 
There are many kinds of neural network until now. But the relationship among them is not 
discussed circumstantially. Especially, the researchers did not give much thought to the 
transformation between these. It’s not a problem if neural network is for a part of software 
system. But it’s not a good approach for building the whole software system. 
)(tf
V
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The purpose of the discussion in this chapter is to propose the neural network system for 
total robot software system. The goal of this discussion is the notation for dynamically 
growing neural network. For this goal, it is necessary to discuss the relationship between 
some models and the transformation from a typical neural network model to another. In this 
section, I discuss the important sub-networks and their relationship.  
3.1 Linear Mapping, Correlation Calculation, Associative Memory 
Linear transformation is a basic operation for proposed model. Using this operation I can 
build the correlation calculation network for estimate the similarity between an input and 
the template. Adding the threshold mechanism to this, the associative memory can be gotten 
(Nakano, 1972). 
3.2 CPG 
CPG is investigated by biological researcher (Grillner, 1985). It becomes known that a 
biological neural network can generate the non-zero output without input. This fact can be 
modelled using a successive linear transformation. I show the modification process using 
simple example. First, think the simple linear transformation, the above chart of Fig.7 can be 
describe by following equation: 
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 (4) 
This equation is a kind of associative memory. Next, think the successive transformation of 
this equation as follows: 
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This numerical sequence becomes as middle below chart of Fig.7. The cycle is just 6. Lastly, 
think the limitation of infinitely small time i and the following equation can be gotten: 
1
2
2
1 , y
dt
dy
y
dt
dy
=−=  (6) 
Then,
01
1
=+ y
dt
dy
 (7) 
This equation has a triangle function with the cycle, )6(2 ≈π . I call the network like this 
CPG. CPG is considered as a successive associative memory. Fig.7 and Fig.8 show the 
process diagram of the transition from the simple linear transformation to CPG. CPG in 
Fig.8 output a linear function. 
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If it is assumed that this network is an associative memory, output of the network called a 
recall. Second network shows a successive recall using the same network. A broken line in a 
bottom graph shows this network output through time. Third network shows a continuous 
recall. A solid line in a bottom graph shows the continuous recall output. It is a CPG. 
3.3 Bilinear, Parametric Resonance 
Bilinear connection is a variable coefficient equation from the view of linear mathematics. 
Using the mechanism, the inner product, parametric resonance and some important 
calculation are realized.  
3.4 Chaos 
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Figure 6. Associative memory and cyclic CPG 
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The low order chaos can be realized by a proposed system. But to keep the network 
understandable is very important to realize the large scale system. It is strongly 
recommended to use such a network carefully. Fig. 9 shows the network representing a 
Lorentz equation (Lorenz, 1963) as follows: 
.xybz
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dt
dy
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dt
dx
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Figure 7. Associative memory and non-cycle CPG 
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Figure 8. Neural network expression of Lorenz equation 
4. Guideline for System Building 
In this section, I discuss about the guideline for building the system. Usually the 
environments around a robot are very complicated. It is expected that a robot adjust itself 
for such environments. Mathematically these complexities are represented by non-linear 
equation systems. We can formulate an equation system in a few cases and cannot formulate 
that in many cases. Hence we need an algorithm to solve the non-linear equation system in 
the both given and unknown cases systematically. 
4.1 Perturbation Method 
In old days, astronomical scientist wanted to determine the orbit of planets. But it was hard 
because the governing equation system has non-linearity (Poincare, 1908) and they did not 
have a good calculation machine for numerical solution. Therefore, they developed 
perturbation method for getting the approximate solution of such a non-linear equation 
system.  
If we can set up the equation system to determine the coefficient of neural network, we can 
use the perturbation techniques even if the system has non-linearity. A lot of techniques are 
developed (Hinch, 1991, Bellman, 2003). In this section, I show you a basic example using 
following equation(Hinch, 1991): 
012 =−+ xx ε  (9) 
This equation is analytical solved and has the solution as follows: 
2
4
1
1
2
1
ε+±−=x  (10) 
For the explanation of perturbation technique, I assume ε  is a small parameter and can be 
ignored in a first step as follows: 
012 =−x  (11) 
This equation is easily solved and has solution, 1±=x . This solution is a first 
approximation of the solution of Eq. (11) in a sense of perturbation technique. ε  is small but 
not equal to zero, we can assuming x  as follows: 
+++= 2210)( εεε xxxx  (12) 
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Substituting this equation into Eq.(11), we get the following sequential equations and 
solutions: 
8
1
2:)(
2
1
2:)(
101:)(
21
2
12
2
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1
0
2
0
0
−=⎯→⎯+−=
−=⎯→⎯−=
=⎯→⎯=−
xxxxO
xxxO
xxO
ε
ε
ε
 (13) 
I choose the positive solution in the above.  I show these approximate solutions and exact 
solution in Fig.10. It is noteworthy that it is good approximation even in the region, 1≈ε .
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
1.1
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1ε
x
)( 0εO
)( 2εO
)( 1εO
exact solution
Figure 9. Simple example of perturbation 
In the case of differential equation system, the same concept is applied. For example, the 
following solution is a one of typical expansion for the equation having cyclic solution. 
++++= tctstcctx 2cossincos)( 2110  (12) 
For the equation having non-cyclic solution, the expansion ,,, 32 ttt  is suitable assuming 
t  is small. There are many types of expansion. See the references (Hinch, 1991, Bellman, 
2003), for the variety of examples. 
4.2 Numerical Perturbation Method 
Unluckily if we cannot get the governing equation system, the same concept can be applied 
to solving the problem. I call this process “numerical perturbation method” and discuss in 
the section “Motion Generation and Control” and its references. 
5. Applications 
In this section, I show some applications based on this method concretely. 
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5.1 Forward Kinematics 
First of all, I show the basic problem in robotics, forward kinematics. The forward 
kinematics is the combination of triangle functions.  Then, I start the discussion with the 
triangle function. To realize the triangle function in this system, Taylor-Maclaurin expansion 
is used as follows: 
2210)( θθθ cccy ++=  (19) 
where y  is a arbitrary function of θ  and 210 ,, ccc  are constants. I show the general neural 
network for such a expansion in Fig.11(a), and the concrete example, θsin  (Eq.(20)) in 
Fig.11(b). 
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Figure 11. Taylor expansion neural network 
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Figure 12. Approximate triangle function by neural network 
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sin)( θθθθθθθθy  (20) 
Fig.12 shows the result of such an approximation. In this figure, the heavy line is θsin , the 
other lines are approximate solution, )(nO  represents )( nO θ  solutions. In this case, 
)17(O  solution is drawn, but it’s just on the exact solution’s line.
5.2.1 Analytical Method 
In this sub-section, I show illustrative case. The simple arm (Fig.13) kinematics solution can 
be solved analytically as follows: 
)sin(sin
))sin(sin(sin
))sin(sin(sin
32221
322211
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θθθθ
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++=
++=
llz
lly
llx
 (21) 
The neural network representing this equation is as Fig. 14 
5.2.2 Numerical Method 
The kinematics problem is a fitting problem for multivariable polynomial. Then this 
problem is determining coefficients problem assuming the position is as follows: 
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d
d
d
d δδ  (22) 
To determine coefficients problem is calculation follwing values from the actual 
measurements.
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Figure 13. Simple Arm 
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Fig. 15 show the growing neural network in this process. 
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(b) A part of 2nd order terms of the Polynomial
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…
…
Figure 15. Kinematics neural network by learning process 
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5.2 Inverse Kinematics 
In this sub-section, I discuss the inverse kinematics problem. In this problem, the solution 
has an inverse trigonometric function. 
5.2.1 Analytical Method 
The inverse kinematics of the arm (Fig.13) has 4 type solutions. In this sub-section, I only 
discuss following solution. The other solutions can be considered in the similar way. 
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 (24) 
In the similar fashion as the forward kinematics, there is a convergence radius problem of 
the Taylor expansion of the term, )/(cos),/(tan,/1 11 rzyxy −− . It can be avoidable 
using the concept of analytical continuation. For example, because the 
function, )/(tan 1 yx−  has the singular points at i± , the expansion near 0/ =yx  breaks 
down near 1± . Fig.16 show the example of region splitting for )/(tan 1 yx− . Such 
techniques keep a high accuracy for wide range. Fig. 17 shows a part of the neural network 
using such techniques. It includes the digital switch neuron. 
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Figure 16. Approximate solution of 
y
x1tan −=θ
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5.2.2 Numerical Method 
If we do not have the information of arm, the above technique can be applied numerically. 
In this case, the neural network has the some polynomials with digital switch (Fig.17). 
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Figure 17. A part of inverse kinematics neural network 
5.3 Motion Generation and Control 
There are many references about the motion generation and control using this system. See 
references(Nagashima, 2003). Fig. 18 show the example of growing neural network for 
motion. 
ε
ε ε
Output Neuron Output Neuron
(a) Cyclic motion (b) Non-cyclic motion
Figure 18. Typical perturbation process for motion neural network 
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Figure 19. An example of motion neural network 
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0ε + Feedback signal
Figure 20. An example of feedback neural network  

Figure 21. Experiments using HOAP 
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Fig. 19 shows the neural network example for real motion. Fig. 20 shows the feedback neural 
network for stabilize the upper body of humanoid robot. Fig. 21 shows the HOAP, 
humanoid robot for experiment of walk. 
5.4 Sound Analysis 
It is popular that the Fourier transformation (FT) is applied to the pre-processing of a sound 
analysis. Usually neural network for sound analysis uses the result of this FT. But it's 
unnatural and wrong in a sense of neural network as a total system basis. In this section, I 
discuss the problem of the transformation of signal. 
Proposed model can compose the differential equation for triangle functions as shown in 
previous section. I call this network CPG. Putting the signal to the neuron and wire of this 
CPG, this becomes the resonator governed by the following equation, 
ε
ε
signal
ε
ε
sound signal
( raw data)
(a)
(b)
+0C 0C−
1C
2C
1y
2y
3y
b−1
s
Figure 22. Central Pattern Recognizer (CPR) 
( ) sys
dt
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yd
fm δδωβ =+++ 12121
2
1  (25) 
dt
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y 12 ω−=  (26) 
2
2
2
13 yyy +=  (27) 
where s is input signal, fm δδωβ ,,, are constants determined by connection weights, 
21, yy  are neuron value. Fig. 22 shows the neural network for this. It vibrates 
sympathetically with the input signal and this can recognize a specific frequency signal. I 
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call this network Central Patten Recognizer (CPR). Using a number of this network, it is 
possible to create the network which function is very similar to FT. Fig.23 shows the 
elements of cognitive network, CPR. Fig.24 shows the output of this network and it is a two-
dimensional pattern. The sound analysis problem becomes the pattern recognition of this 
output. The pattern recognition problem is solved by the fitting function problem similar to 
kinematics problem. 
…
0A
1A
2A
nA
……
Figure 23. Sound analyzing neural network 
Figure 24. Example of sound analyzing results using CPR 
nA

1A
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5.5 Logical Calculation 
Logical calculation is a basic problem for neural network in old days. Especially, exclusive-
OR problem offer the proof that perceptron cannot solve the non-linear problem. In this 
section, I show examples which can solve the nonlinear logic problem using proposed 
system. Fig.5 shows the basic logical calculations, (or, and, not, xor).  Fig.25 shows the 
simple application network. It shows the half adder which is the lowest bit adder circuit in 
an accumulator. 
y
x
c
s
1−
1−
ε
ε
Figure 25. Half adder 
5.6 Sensor Integration 
The goal of this method is an integration of software system. The fusion of sensor problem is 
a well-suited application of this model. The concept of an associative memory is known as  
the introduction to a higher cerebral function. Especially, autocorrelation associative 
memory is important (Nakano, 1972). This concept can restore the noisy and muddy 
information to original one. Proposed model can work out this concept through the multiple 
sensing information. This fact is very important. Proposed model can treat the all sensing 
data evenly. In a similar fashion, the sensing result information at any levels can be treated 
evenly.
6. Conclusion 
In this chapter, I describe the neural network suitable for building the total humanoid robot 
software system and show some applications. This method is characterized by 
• uniform implementation for wide variety of applications  
• simplicity for dynamically structure modification  
The software system becomes flexible by these characteristics.  Now, I’m working on the 
general learning technique for this neural network. There is a possibility free from NFL 
problem (Wolper, 1997).  
This chapter is originally written for the RSJ paper in Japanese (Nagashima, 2006). 
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